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ABSTRACT

The growth phase of convective storms and their transition to maturity is investigated based on more than

100 cases selected from the years 2012–14 over central Europe. Dynamical growth properties as well as cloud-

top glaciation andmicrophysical characteristics are derived from the SEVIRI imaging radiometer aboard the

geostationary Meteosat satellites. In addition, onset and intensity of surface precipitation are related to

growth and glaciation processes using observations from the radar network of the GermanWeather Service.

The majority of analyzed cases shows a distinct maximum in cloud-top cooling rate, which is used here for

temporal synchronization. Cloud growth spans a period of approximately half an hour. Glaciation rate in-

dicators suggest that freezing 15min prior to the maximum cooling plays an important role in invigorating

convective updrafts through the release of latent heat. Smaller ice particles are found for larger cloud-top

cooling, which provides observational evidence that ice particles form later and have less time to grow in

stronger convective updrafts. Furthermore, maximum cloud-top height, anvil expansion rate, maximum

precipitation intensity, and core size are found to be positively correlated. With respect to the onset of

precipitation, this analysis shows a high probability that significant precipitation already occurs 30min prior to

maximum cloud-top cooling.

1. Introduction

The limited understanding of dynamical and micro-

physical processes in deep convective clouds and their

observable signatures poses a significant challenge for

weather and climate research. One particular aspect

concerns the application of our current knowledge of

convective growth to the detection and short-term pre-

diction of developing deep moist convection based on

observational networks within the context of nowcasting

(Wilson et al. 1998). Current observational systems ap-

proach their limits for rapidly developing deep convec-

tive clouds with temporal scales of tens of minutes and

spatial scales on the order of 1 km or even less. To

supplement radar measurements, cloud observations

based on geostationary satellites have been proposed as

important predictors of early detection of convective

initiation (CI; Roberts and Rutledge 2003; Mecikalski

and Bedka 2006; Zinner et al. 2008; Mecikalski et al.

2010a,b; Siewert et al. 2010; Sieglaff et al. 2011; Merk

and Zinner 2013; Sieglaff et al. 2014). Several of the

above-mentioned studies have shown that detailed

knowledge about the growth phase of developing storms

can be utilized to increase the predictive skill of now-

casting applications. Temporal changes in satellite-

observed thermal radiation can indicate the rapid

speed of cloud-top cooling (CTC) and therefore vertical

ascent of cloud tops. For example, satellite-based CTC

rates have been calculated by Roberts and Rutledge

(2003) to quantify the growth of convective clouds in-

duced by boundary layer convergence in the United

States. It has been found that satellite-derived cloud

growth rates potentially provide precursor information

up to 30min before radar-derived storm initiation. In

addition,Mecikalski and Bedka (2006), Mecikalski et al.

(2008), and Walker et al. (2012) have combined multi-

spectral estimates of cloud depth, growth, and glaciation

to assess the potential of convective storm development.

Based on their CI scheme, average nowcast lead times of

30min for early detection of convective events were

achieved. An additional important parameter that is

related to cloud growth and is readily detectable fromCorresponding author: Fabian Senf, senf@tropos.de
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geostationary satellites is the anvil area expansion rate.

For instance, Machado et al. (1998) and Machado and

Laurent (2004) have shown that the initial areal expan-

sion of convectively forced anvils is proportional to the

life times of mesoscale convective systems over the

Amazon region. They have also demonstrated that, on

average, the maximum area expansion occurs close to the

time of maximum precipitation intensity. There is a long

record of investigations connecting satellite-based cloud-

top features with storm severity [e.g., Adler and Fenn

(1979a,b), Reynolds (1980), and Heymsfield et al. (1983),

among many others]. In essence, very cold cloud-top

temperatures in the convective cores and several cloud-

top morphological features as well as enhanced growth

rates in terms of CTC and anvil expansion rate have been

identified as discriminating factors for storm severity.

In the current study, we investigate convective cloud-

top characteristics of growing storms over central Europe

using geostationary satellite observations. We aim to

provide relationships between cloud depth, growth, and

glaciation properties and characterize the timing of for-

mation of radar-derived moderate to heavy precipitation

with regard to satellite-based growth and glaciation

measures. We further discuss the relevance of our anal-

ysis within the context of satellite-based CI nowcasting.

Our current approach is an extension of an earlier study

(Senf et al. 2015) that was concerned with the charac-

terization of initiation and growth of a few selected severe

storms over central Europe. We are now able to confirm

the significance of earlier results about the interrelation-

ship between CTC and anvil macro- and microphysical

changes. Furthermore, we supplement the investigation of

cloud dynamical characteristics by a joint analysis of

multispectral glaciation rate estimates and their relation-

ship to radar-derived precipitation formation. The paper is

structured as follows: In section 2, we introduce the satel-

lite and radar data. Storm tracking and the collection of

along-track characteristics are explained in section 3. In

section 4, we present the results of our study, which is

concerned with the temporal behavior of indicators of

cloud depth, growth, glaciation, and anvil and precipitation

formation as well as interrelationships between the dif-

ferent variables. We finally give a summary and draw

conclusions from our study in section 5.

2. Data

a. Satellite data

We analyze data from the Spinning Enhanced Visible

and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI), which is an optical im-

aging radiometer aboard the geostationary Meteosat

Second Generation (MSG) satellites operated by the

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteo-

rological Satellites (EUMETSAT; Schmetz et al. 2002).

So-called rapid-scan observations with a repeat cycle of

5min have been chosen for the summer half-year pe-

riods, that is, from April to September, between 2012

and 2014. The operational rapid-scanning satellite, which

was Meteosat-8 until 9 April 2013 and was followed by

Meteotsat-9, is located at 9:58 E longitude and 08 N lati-

tude. In the center of the domain of interest shown in

Fig. 1, the infrared image pixel size is 3.2km in the

eastward direction and 6.1km in the northward

FIG. 1. (left)Overview of the domain of interest, which is marked by a red box, and (right) a collection of satellite-

based storm tracks for all investigated cases. The tracks are plotted by red lines, and red circles with white edges

highlight the track starting position. The black circle and line marks the case shown in Fig. 2.
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direction. Within the whole marked region the pixel area

varies from about 17 km2 in the south to 22km2 in the

north because of an increased viewing angle. The actual

scan time of the rapid scan in the center of our domain is

about 3min, 30 s later than the nominal scan starting time.

SEVIRI is a multispectral instrument with 12 channels

in the visible and infrared [see Schmetz et al. (2002) for

further detail]. We use the high-resolution visible (HRV)

channel, which has a threefold higher resolution than the

narrow-band channels, and the window channel at

10:8mm for tracking of the convective cells. The radiation at

10.8mm is rather unaffected by absorption of atmospheric

gases. Therefore, the 10:8-mm brightness temperature

(BT), denoted by T10:8, can be used as proxy of the cloud-

top temperature for optically thick clouds with optical

thicknesses typically larger than 23 (Rossow and Schiffer

1999). Different time trends of T10:8 are calculated to

characterize convective strength in terms of CTC during

the growth phase and anvil expansion later on (see section

3). In addition, we study the behavior of several BT

combinations, for example, the differences T8:7 2T10:8

andT10:8 2T12:0, which carry information about the cloud-

top particle phase, size, and shape [see Matthee and

Mecikalski (2013) and references therein] and are taken

to characterize the glaciation process of the cloud top.

Further glaciation indicators are differences in the solar

reflectances at 0.6 and 1.6mm (r0:6 2 r1:6) and the re-

flected solar part of radiation at 3.9mm (r3:9), which is

calculated after Lindsey et al. (2006) here. In the near-

infrared, ice is more absorbing than liquid water, leading

to a reduction of reflected solar radiation.

b. Satellite products

A set of cloud products, including cloud mask, cloud

type, and cloud-top height (CTH), has been generated

using EUMETSAT’s Satellite Application Facility on

support to Nowcasting and Very Short-Range Fore-

casting (NWCSAF) software package for the set of se-

lected cases. The masking of the along-track fields is

performed on the basis of the NWCSAF cloudmask and

type product (Derrien and Le Gléau 2005). We examine

the discrimination between cloudy and clear-sky pixels,

but allow for cloud contaminated or partially cloudy

pixels. Furthermore, semitransparent cirrus is identified

based on the cloud type classification and is excluded

from further analysis. The retrieval of properties of

growing cumulus underneath cirrus clouds is challeng-

ing, and an in-depth discussion of this topic can be found

inMecikalski et al. (2013b). NWCSAF cloud-top height,

which is calculated using temperature profiles obtained

from ECMWF forecasts, and cloud-top ascent rates

from corresponding height time trends are derived for

investigation of convective development.

We use the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute

[KoninklijkNederlandsMeteorologisch Instituut (KNMI)]

cloud physical properties (CPP) retrieval (see Roebeling

et al. 2006; Meirink et al. 2010) to derive the cloud-top

thermodynamic phase, cloud optical thickness, and the

cloud-top effective particle radius Reff. The algorithm fol-

lows the methodology of Nakajima and King (1990) and

compares a simulated reflectance pair (r0:6, r1:6) with the

observation. The reflectance r0:6 in the visible range at

0.6mm is mainly related to the optical thickness; the other

reflectance r1:6 in the near infrared at 1.6mm is affected by

particle absorption and thus also sensitive to particle size,

shape, and thermodynamic phase (Baum et al. 2000). The

algorithm uses two distinct precalculated lookup tables for

water droplets and for imperfect hexagonal ice crystals,

respectively. Cloud optical properties are retrieved by it-

eratively minimizing the difference between observed and

simulated reflectance pair (r0:6, r1:6). The retrieval is lim-

ited to situations with sun zenith angles lower than 758. In
ambiguous situations, phase ‘‘ice’’ is assigned to pixels with

cloud-top temperature lower than 265K (Wolters

et al. 2010).

The cloud-top effective radius and visible optical

thickness can exhibit large variations and uncertainties

(Marshak et al. 2006; Wolters et al. 2010). Product un-

certainties are caused by deviations from the retrieval

assumptions, which include homogeneous cloud-top

properties and thereby, for example, neglect 3D radia-

tive effects. The complex morphology of convective

cloud clusters leads to illuminated cloud sides, shaded

cloud regions behind convective towers and, further-

more, partly cloud-filled pixels at cloud edges. A high

degree of subpixel variability thus decreases the accu-

racy of cloud products. The high-resolution information

contained in the HRV reflectances can be extracted to

downscale information in SEVIRI’s low-resolution

channels (see, e.g., Deneke and Roebeling 2010;

Mecikalski et al. 2013a) or to construct high-resolution

cloud products (Bley andDeneke 2013). However, these

promising approaches have not been applied in the

current study and are left for future investigations. We

hence emphasize that the retrieved cloud microphysical

properties should be interpreted carefully. The reader

should keep in mind that the products always refer to a

hypothetical microphysical state of an idealized, hori-

zontally homogeneous prototype cloud with similar ra-

diative signatures to the observation, and does not

necessarily match the actual convective cloud properties

because of violations of the retrieval assumptions.

c. Precipitation radar data

The radar reflectivity factorZ is used as a simple proxy

of precipitation intensity in this study. The value of Z is
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obtained from the German Radolan RX composite, in

which radar data from a Germany-wide network of 16

C-band Doppler radar stations are merged into one ho-

mogenized and regularly gridded product (see, e.g.,

Wapler et al. 2015). The RX composite only uses data

from precipitation scans that are performed at the lowest

elevation following the apparent horizon. No attenua-

tion correction is applied. The data are available every

5min, and the scan is finished in less than 1min after the

nominal scan time. The spatial resolution is 1 km in both

grid directions. Depending on the surrounding landscape

and the distance between the radar antenna and the

scattering target, the signal can be reflected up to 2 to

3km above ground level. However, because of the

merging strategy in regions of overlapping radars, accu-

rate scan height information is not always available. No

further quality assessments or corrections have been

applied to the radar data in this study.

3. Method

a. Satellite-based tracking and calculation of
along-track properties

The satellite-based tracks of storm cells are con-

structed in a semiautomated fashion, which is described

in detail in appendix A. In essence, convective anvils are

tracked automatically forward in time relying on the

overlap of cells in successive satellite images, whereas

growing cumulus clouds are manually tracked backward

in time during the early development stage. A set of

more than 100 satellite-based tracks has been chosen for

the analysis that were randomly sampled from the

summer half-year periods between 2012 and 2014 to

limit the effort for manual tracking. These tracks and

their initial starting location are shown in Fig. 1.

Along-track properties and 5-min time rates are cal-

culated for several satellite-based proxies of cloud

depth, growth, and glaciation. Uncertainties of along-

track properties that are mainly caused by limitations in

the spatial resolution of the satellite sensor are esti-

mated from a 33 3 region centered around the track.

One particular time rate that has special importance for

our study is the negative time trend of T10:8, often re-

ferred to as the CTC rate. Median CTC rates represent

cooling trends of all ascending cloud tops over a spatial

domain of 120–150 km2.

The time of maximum CTC (tcool) is taken for syn-

chronization of all considered properties and rates. It

marks a common stage for growing convective cells,

which divides the growth phase into an early in-

tensification period before, and a continued growth

period after the maximum of CTC (Senf et al. 2015).

The synchronization is performed on median and

interquartile-range sequences by linearly interpolating

the variables onto a common regular relative time co-

ordinate trel 5 t2 tcool, similar to the approach used in

Mecikalski et al. (2016).

b. Anvil and precipitation area calculations

The methodology of anvil detection and character-

ization closely follows the method applied by Senf et al.

(2015). The anvil area is determined by 4-connectivity

clustering, which assigns the connected area of the T10:8

field below 240K to one cell. An equivalent diameter is

calculated from the anvil area, which is the diameter of

an equal-area circle. The temporal change of the cor-

responding equivalent radius approximates the average

outward-pointing velocity ur of the anvil edge, which is

termed anvil edge velocity in the following. By defini-

tion, ur is defined relative to the storm motion. The

methodology is unable to capture the growth period of

secondary storm cells initiating in the vicinity of primary

cells, and thus gives preference to isolated convective

development.

Precipitation data are also collected along satellite-

based tracks. After parallax correction, a combination

of automatic clustering and manual selection was ap-

plied to derive radar objects that are causally related to

the satellite-derived cloud information (see appendix

A for details). Each radar object is composed of a set of

Z values above 35 dBZ that are not necessarily con-

nected. This reflectivity threshold agrees with the typ-

ical threshold used for the definition of CI [see, e.g.,

Roberts and Rutledge (2003) and Mecikalski and

Bedka (2006), among many others]. Using a standard

Z–R relationship, it corresponds to a rainfall rate of

6mmh21. Please note that it is a common situation, at

least for our set of cases, that developing convective

cells observable at the resolution of the satellite ob-

servations are associated with multiple precipitation

cores resolved by the radar composite.

In a further analysis step, two different thresholds at 46

and 55dBZ are applied separately to each radar object.

Cell area, diameter, and expansion rate are calculated for

the parts of theZ field above the respective threshold. For

simplicity, we only calculate diameters and radius rates of

equal-area circles even for very complex-shaped pre-

cipitation clusters, and do not consider shape or other

morphological properties in the analysis. The threshold of

46dBZ is used in the German Weather Service now-

casting tool Konvektionsentwicklung in Radarprodukten

(convection evolution in radar products) (KONRAD)

[see, e.g., Wapler and James (2015) and references

therein]. It is typically related to heavy rain of 35mmh21

or more. The largest threshold of 55 dBZ is considered
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as first indicator for hail, and is used for issuing hail

warnings at the German Weather Service. In a last step,

the precipitation cell properties have also been syn-

chronized to tcool, taking into account the time shift due

to the difference in scan times of satellite and radar

measurements.

Figure 2 shows a representative example of a de-

veloping convective cell characterized by the combined

FIG. 2. Sequential convective development of a convective storm that initiated at 51.6668N, 10.9208E and 0945UTC 27 Jul 2014. The numbers

in the upper-left boxes indicate the nominal scan time relative to the CTCmaximum inminutes. TheHRV reflectance rHRV is shown by the gray

shadings, the 10.8-mm brightness temperature masked for T10:8 . 240 K is given in color shadings, and the radar reflectivity is plotted with

contours (see section 2 for definition of variables). The individual cutouts are centered around the parallax-corrected track position and have

a size of 640 km in the two directions. Terms rHRV and T10:8 have been resampled and parallax corrected for plotting.
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use of satellite and radar data. Prior to the deep con-

vective development, a convective cloud field is notice-

able from the HRV reflectances. Precipitation develops

around 30min before the maximum CTC. The later

anvil development is evident in the 10.8-mm BTs.

4. Results

a. Cloud depth and growth indicators

Figure 3 shows indicators of cloud-top height and

vertical extent for the set of developing convective

storms synchronized to the relative time trel 5 t2 tcool.

On average, T10:8 values lie around 2118C at 30min

before tcool, decrease down to 2338C at maximum

cooling, and finally reach a steady state value at

around 2538C about 30min after tcool (Fig. 3a). The

spread of T10:8 curves significantly decreases from 108C
at trel 5230min down to 58C at trel 5 30min. This is

likely caused by the larger variability in environmental

boundary layer and CI conditions relative to variations

in the cloud equilibrium level. In addition, the temporal

evolution of cloud-top height above sea level is given in

Fig. 3b. Median values are around 6, 9, and 11 km for

trel 5230, 0, and 30min, respectively.

The CTC rates (Fig. 3a) and cloud-top vertical as-

cent rates (Fig. 3b) show a characteristic peak around

the time of maximum CTC. This is essentially due to

the synchronization strategy and therefore not un-

expected, but is, however, an encouraging confirmation

of this strategy. The maximum CTC rates, which are

calculated as negative 5-min time trends of T10:8, range

between 148 and 228C per 15min for 50% of our cases.

This corresponds to cloud-top ascent rates between 1.7

and 3m s21, which are calculated as 5-min time trends

of the NWCSAF cloud-top-height product. The growth

duration—that is, the time period between half the

value of the CTC maximum—is around 30min,

whereas the significant cooling signal that defines the

overall growth phase lasts around 1 h. These values

compare well to the CTC rates reported in Adler and

Fenn (1979b) and Sieglaff et al. (2011, 2014), even

though there exist some intrinsic differences in satellite

sensor resolution, analysis techniques, and averaging

strategies between these studies. Please note that the

values of CTC rate reported by us in an earlier study

are based on a very small set of cases are slightly

smaller than the values reported here (Senf et al. 2015).

We also analyzed the temporal evolution of opti-

cal thickness and the BT difference T6:2 2T10:8 (not

shown). The optical thickness shows a more constant

and linear increase during the considered time period

but is less certain than the infrared-based properties.

Typical values lie around 20 at trel 5230min. The op-

tical thickness increases to 40 at time of maximum CTC

and reaches values close to 55 at 30min thereafter. At

trel 5230min, T6:2 2T10:8 is strongly negative, with

values around2308C, because ofwater vapor absorption/
emission at higher altitudes, that is, lower temperatures,

in comparison with the cloud-top temperature. In the

temporal progression, T6:2 2T10:8 increases and reaches

steady state values around 08C, when the apparent

emission in the two infrared channels comes from similar

altitudes close to the tropopause level.

FIG. 3. Temporal behavior of (a) T10:8 and (b) NWCSAF CTH as function of relative time trel 5 t2 tcool (see

section 2). Blue curves show the 5-min time trends of the respective variables. Median (thick solid line),

interquartile range (light shaded interval with thin solid lines), and 10th and 90th percentiles (upper and lower

dashed lines) are calculated from the set of more than 100 storm cases. Dark shaded intervals around the median

(mainly visible for the time rates) give 2 times the interquartile range divided by the square root of the number of

involved cases, which varies as a function of trel. This interval can be interpreted as confidence interval. In addition,

the time of maximum CTC and maturation time as well as its uncertainty range is shown by gray vertical lines and

shaded intervals, respectively.
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b. Cloud-top microphysics and glaciation

In the following, we present an overview of the tem-

poral evolution of several satellite-derived cloud-top

products and radiance combinations that will be used to

characterize the cloud-top microphysical state and the

phase partitioning between liquid and frozen hydro-

meteors. A binary decision about the condensate phase

is essentially inappropriate for the mixed-phase region

of developing convective clouds, and cloud phase de-

termination is highly uncertain. We therefore also con-

sider radiance combinations that contain information

about the phase partitioning within one pixel, which are

approximately related to the ratio of total hydrometeor

cross sections. The challenge, however, is that these kind

of radiance combinations are also very sensitive to the

size and habit of the considered hydrometeors (see, e.g.,

Baum et al. 2000). Furthermore, the depth of the con-

sidered cloud-top layer varies for different sensor

wavelengths depending on the penetration depth of ra-

diation (Platnick 2000).

Figure 4a shows the time series of cloud phase frac-

tion, which is defined as the fraction of pixels classified as

ice within the 33 3 region around the satellite-based

track. The average phase fraction starts around 0.5 at

trel 5230min and increases up to 1 until trel 5 0. Based

on the classification of the CPP algorithm, cloud-tops of

convectively growing clouds are fully glaciated at the

time of maximum CTC. The temporal delay between

CTC and glaciation indicates that release of latent heat

of freezing prior to the time of maximum CTC is im-

portant to invigorate convective updrafts. This is in

line with, for instance, Zipser (2003), who discussed the

role of convective invigoration by freezing to balance

entrainment in tropical convection, and also with

Mecikalski et al. (2016), who investigated the relation-

ship between convective updrafts and cloud-top glacia-

tion with a similar combination of satellite observations,

but with the very high temporal resolution of 1min.

In addition, Fig. 4b gives the difference in solar

reflectances r0:6 and r1:6 divided by the their sum

r0:6 1 r1:6. This quantity is often called normalized dif-

ference snow index (NDSI) and used to identify snow-

covered land surfaces (Hall et al. 2002). It is, however,

also a skillful quantity for the characterization of the

cloud thermodynamical state. By construction, NDSI is

less sensitive to optical thickness. The quantity increases

for decreasing r1:6 and hence reflects the increase of ice

fraction. The average NDSI curve strongly increases

before maximum CTC and slightly decreases again

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for (a) cloud phase, (b) NDSI, (c) r3:9, and (d) T8:7 2T10:8. Cloud phase is retrieved by the

cloud physical properties algorithm.
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thereafter. The initial increase can be attributed to a

change in phase partition and hence glaciation within

the growing cloud. The later decrease in the considered

quantity is likely attributable to a reduction of ice crystal

size. Please note, however, that crystal habit can be quite

variable in cirrus clouds and can depend on the strength

of the anvil outflow [see, e.g., Wendisch et al. (2016)

for a recent assessment]. In addition, Fig. 4c shows the

evolution of r3:9. The reflected solar radiance at 3.9mm

drops down from 8% to around 3% as a result of in-

creased absorption by ice. In the period thereafter, r3:9
starts to increase again because of decreasing particle

sizes (Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998; Lindsey et al. 2006).

Finally, Fig. 4d depicts an infrared measure of glacia-

tion. The difference T8:7 2T10:8 is increasing from21 to

0.3K during the initial updraft intensification period

and remains approximately constant thereafter. The

spread of T8:7 2T10:8 decreases significantly as a func-

tion of trel. Furthermore, T8:7 2T10:8 is less affected by

ice-particle size for trel . 0 possibly because of the bal-

ancing effects of particle size decrease and optical

thickness increase.

The 5-min time trends of cloud phase fraction and

the previously discussed radiance combination are also

depicted in Fig. 4. The rates connected to solar re-

flectances (cloud phase rate in Fig. 4a, NDSI rate in

Fig. 4b, and r3:9 rate in Fig. 4c) show a broad maximum

centered around trel 5215min with a half-maximum

width of around 30min. This time rate signal is in-

terpreted as a signature of glaciation rate. We infer

that typical glaciation rates can be on the order of 20%

per 15min. In contrast, the T8:7 2T10:8 rates peak closer

to the maximum CTC time at around trel 525min

and approach values around zero thereafter. Please

note that the considered proxies for microphysical

changes in the solar channels are much more certain in

the later mature phase than their infrared counter-

parts. This fact further supports the potential benefit of

using solar information in convection nowcasting

whenever possible.

c. Anvil formation

Deep convective clouds develop cirrus anvils as a re-

sult of a converging vertical mass flux close to the tro-

popause, or equivalently another equilibrium level. By

mass conservation, air has to diverge horizontally. The

spreading anvil is easily detected in satellite observa-

tions and its expansion rate contains information about

the strength of convective updrafts as well as compen-

sating downdrafts within the cloud interior (see deriva-

tions in appendix B).

Figure 5 shows the properties of our case set related to

anvil size and expansion. Figure 5a displays the median

anvil diameter, which increases from around 10km at

time of maximum CTC up to 30 and 45km at 30 and

60min, respectively. The behavior of the anvil diameter

before and in the vicinity of trel 5 0 is likely influenced by

the complex cloud-top morphology of the still vertically

growing convective cloud clusters. It was shown, for

instance, by Adler and Fenn (1979a), that the vertical

shift of slopedBT isolines leads to an apparent change in

anvil size when a threshold-based anvil detection

method is used. In Fig. 5b, the anvil area rates have a

relatively small spread close to the time of maximum

CTC. Initial values of 2503 103m2 s21 significantly in-

crease within half an hour. The initial increase in area

rate starts to stagnate at maturation time, and a broad

maximum is reached between trel 5 30 and 50min. After

trel 5 90min, anvil areas begin to shrink again. The typ-

ical relative increase in anvil area rate is a factor of 1.5,

and more than 40% of the cases at least double their

area rate within 60min.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for (a) anvil diameter and (b) anvil area rate. Time ofmaximumCTC andmaturation time

have beenmarkedwith green and red intervals, respectively. The anvil is defined as connected area withT10:8 , 240K.

The light-blue curves show a simplified estimate of anvil changes in the case of the constant area rate of

a0 5 3003 103 m2 s21.
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We further provide estimates of median anvil behav-

ior in case of a hypothetical, time-constant vertical mass

flux in the different panels of Fig. 5. In a stationary

setting, the anvil area A is supposed to increase linearly

in time, that is, A; trel 2 t0, where t0 is the time of zero

anvil size (cf. appendix C). The anvil diameter and the

anvil edge velocity thus scale like D; (trel 2 t0)
1/2 and

ur ; (trel 2 t0)
21/2. By inspecting Fig. 5, we thus observe

that the anvil properties significantly deviate from the

curves expected for constant mass flux. Hence, the in-

cloud mass flux is highly nonstationary and seems to

increase by a factor of 1.5 on average within the 45-min

period after the maximum of CTC.

d. Precipitation formation

The temporal evolution of radar-derived precipita-

tion objects is analyzed here. First, the fraction of the

precipitation cells relative to the number of cases

with valid satellite and radar data is shown in Fig. 6a.

Around 80% of the precipitation objects already exist

at trel 5230min and thus have z values larger than

35dBZ. In addition, around 65% (15%) of the cases

achieve reflectivities larger than 46dBZ (55 dBZ) at

trel 5230min. At the time ofmaximumCTC, two-thirds

of the considered storm tracks show significant Z values

above 55 dBZ. Hence, the probability is high that sig-

nificant precipitation already exists at this stage of con-

vective growth as characterized from the satellite

perspective.

In addition, Fig. 6 presents the evolution of maximum

precipitation cell reflectivity Zmax, the equivalent object

diameters D46dBZ and D55dBZ, and their time rates. The

maximum Z values (Fig. 6b) reach 50dBZ at

trel 5230min and increase thereafter until the time of

maximum CTC. The peak values reach on average

57 dBZ at trel 5 5min, and slightly decrease afterward.

The Zmax rates (also in Fig. 6b) exhibit a broad maxi-

mum of around 4dBZ per 15min between 10 to 25min

before the maximum in CTC. After trel 5 0, the Zmax

rates decrease significantly, and finally approach zero.

The average diameter for cells with Z. 46 dBZ is 2 km

at trel 5230min and about 60% of the cases have cell

diameters larger than 1km at this early time instance.

The 46-dBZ diameter steadily increases during the early

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for the characteristics of radar-derived precipitation objects. (a) The fraction of pre-

cipitation objects conditioned on different maximumZ intensities relative to the total number of tracks points with

valid radar data. Further shown are (b) cell maximum radar reflectivity Zmax, (c) equivalent cell diameters with

Z. 46 dBZ, and corresponding temporal rates. (d) Similar to (c), but for Z. 55 dBZ.
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updraft intensification phase, reaching around 6km in

size at the time of maximum CTC. Thereafter, the curve

starts to stagnate, and shows increasing variability at

later times. At trel 5 0, close to 100% of the considered

cases show precipitation with reflectivities of Z. 46dBZ.

Figure 6d gives the equivalent diameter for Z. 55dBZ.

Close to trel 5220min, the average 55-dBZ diameter

starts to significantly deviate from zero. It also increases

during the updraft intensification phase up to 2km, and

then starts to decrease again.

Furthermore, Figs. 6c and 6d show the time rate of the

radii (r46dBZ or r55dBZ) of the precipitation objects. This

quantity would be equal to the cell edge velocity for

circular objects but is still very useful to characterize the

growth of realistic precipitation clusters with more

complex shapes. The r46dBZ rates have average values

around 0.5m s21 at trel 5230min, and increase to a

broad maximum centered around 215min, with peak

values around 1.5m s21. The following decrease in r46dBZ
rates already levels off within the satellite-determined

growth phase. The r55dBZ rates show a continued in-

crease, starting around trel 5220 min and reaching peak

values of 0.5m s21 close to the time of maximum CTC.

We also see a sharp decrease in r55dBZ rates thereafter,

and no common trend for the case set during the con-

tinued growth period and after maturation time. The

large variability in r55dBZ rates shows that the satellite-

based synchronization is unable to capture all relevant

cloud-internal processes leading to heavy precipitation

formation.

e. Weak versus strong growth

This subsection contrasts the temporal evolution of

convective cloud and precipitation characteristics for

two disjunct subsets of our set of storm cases corre-

sponding to weak versus strong growth. The median of

the maximum CTC rate with a value of 17K per 15min

for all cases is chosen as discriminator to separate the

subsets, with cases having a maximum CTC rate smaller

than the median assigned to a ‘‘weak growth’’ subset,

and a maximum CTC rate larger than the median to the

‘‘strong growth’’ subset. Figure 7a shows that the r3:9
rate as an indicator of the glaciation rate is significantly

different in the two subsets. The strong-growth subset

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of (a) r3:9 rate, (b) effective radius of ice particles Reff,ice, (c) Zmax rate, and (d) anvil

edge velocity for two different case subsets. The case-to-case median in maximum CTC rate is chosen to separate

the weak-growth subset (green) from the strong-growth subset (red). The light and dark shaded intervals are

similarly chosen as in Fig. 3.
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shows a higher glaciation rate signature, which also

peaks closer to the time of maximumCTC. The effective

ice-particle radius Reff,ice (in Fig. 7b) is not significantly

different during the initial updraft intensification period

for the two subsets. Radius Reff,ice steadily increases

during the first part of the growth phase and reaches a

maximum at around trel 525min and 24mm. The initial

increase in Reff,ice might be a signature of glaciation for

which pixels containing liquid-water or mixed-phase

clouds are already classified as ice phase. As liquid

drops are less absorbing at 1.6-mm wavelength than ice

crystals of the same size, this results in a smaller ap-

parent crystal size because of the lower absorption. As

ice fraction increases, this effect becomes less important,

and finally a maximum is reached. Thereafter, Reff,ice

decreases again and becomes 2–3mm smaller in the

strong-growth subset. Rosenfeld et al. (2008b) discussed

that small ice crystals in developing anvils indicate an

increased probability of homogeneous freezing pro-

cesses also as a result of smaller cloud-droplet residence

times within strong updrafts (also see Lindsey et al.

2006). The rate of change of the maximum precipitation

intensity (in Fig. 7c) is also much larger for the strong-

growth subset, especially in the early growth phase,

where up to twice as large Zmax rates can be found.

However, the temporal change of precipitation

exhibits a large uncertainty. Finally, Fig. 7d shows a

measure for the anvil expansion. We have chosen the

anvil edge velocity ur, which characterizes the average

apparent motion of the anvil edge in a storm-relative

frame. In the beginning of the continued growth period,

ur is much larger for the strong-growth subset; for ex-

ample, compare 7 with 5m s21 at trel 5 5min. The anvil

edge velocity decreases subsequently, with values even-

tually approaching around 2.5ms21 at trel 5 60min for

the strong-growth subset as compared with 3.5ms21 for

the weak-growth subset.

f. Synthesis

Figure 8 presents a schematic view of the convective

growth phase, combined with satellite-derived glacia-

tion and growth rate as well as changes in precipitation

intensity and core size. Two glaciation indicators, based

on the CPP phase fraction rate and r3:9 rate, re-

spectively, have significant values at 230 min and reach

their maximum between 215 and 220min. The change

in maximum precipitation intensity, shown by Zmax

rates, mainly follows the change in satellite-derived

glaciation indicators. At the maximum of the glacia-

tion rates, heavy precipitation, shown by the r55dBZ rate,

has already set in. After a more or less steady increase,

the r55dBZ rate reaches its maximum around 5min before

the maximum in CTC. This highlights the implications

for nowcasting techniques using satellite information for

CI detection. On the one hand, the sensitivity to cloud

growth is much lower than to glaciation for obtaining

meaningful lead times before the onset of precipitation.

Going backward in time, cooling rates are a factor of 4

lower than their maximum values at trel 5230min. In

contrast, glaciation rates are reduced only by a factor of

around 1.5. On the other hand, glaciation rate estimates

show a significantly larger along-track uncertainty than

cloud-top cooling rates.

The average temporal evolution of convective growth,

glaciation, and anvil properties reported so far is rela-

tively robust and can also be reproduced when the time

interval between the available satellite observations is

increased from 5 to 15min. Therefore, we have artificially

decreased the temporal sampling frequency of the

satellite-based properties to 15min similar to the opera-

tional Meteosat prime service. Satellite-based time rates

have been recalculated from 15-min differences, and

synchronization of the storm tracks has been carried out

based on the maximum CTC rates available at 15-min

intervals. Thus, the alignment of along-track radar data is

also affected, which has been kept at 5-min time resolu-

tion. With this setup, the temporal evolution of storm

characteristics discussed previously was reproduced with

similar behavior andmagnitudes. As expected, a reduced

accuracy and much higher uncertainty is found, however,

which highlights the importance of a high temporal

sampling frequency for nowcasting applications.

g. Cross correlations

Finally, we focus on the investigation of the interrela-

tionships between different convective storm character-

istics. For instance, the CTC rate and anvil edge velocity

are expected to be linkedbymass conservation.However,

intrinsic differences between the initial motion of the

cloud-top edge and the subsequent intensification of the

cloud-internal mass flux might partly obscure any con-

nection. Figure 9a displays the cross correlation between

the maximum CTC rate derived at trel 5 0 and the anvil

edge velocity ur as function of relative time trel. For ease

of visualization, we have converted the cooling rate into a

vertical velocity estimate wmax using a constant lapse rate

of 7.6Kkm21, which is the average lapse computed in

Senf et al. (2015). Please note that, because of sensor

resolution limitations and our applied analysis strategy,

the vertical velocities represent the ascent speed of con-

vective cloud clusters averaged over a scale of 10–15km,

rather than the cloud-top motion of single convective

towers. The observed correlation is positive and signifi-

cant between trel 525 to 30min. After around half an

hour, information about the initial updraft speed is gone.

A maximum correlation of around 0.55 indicates that
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approximately 305 of the variability inur can be explained

with wmax. In addition, Fig. 9b shows the scatterplot of

wmax versus ur for trel 5 8min, the moment when the

smallest p value of the Spearman rank correlation co-

efficient is found [see, e.g., von Storch and Zwiers (2002)

for definition]. The outward anvil motion is about twice

as large as the vertical ascent speed measured with

SEVIRI’s sensor resolution. As both quantities can be

derived only with significant uncertainties (see the error

bars in Fig. 9b), we like to emphasize that a synergistic use

of wmax together with ur seems to be promising for now-

casting applications.

The connection between cloud microphysical prop-

erties and growth characteristics is illustrated in Figs. 9c

and 9d. The cross correlation between wmax and Reff,ice

decreases and attains significant values around 20.4

between 10 and 40min, which relates to an explained

variance of only 16%. The smallest p value of the

Spearman rank correlation is found at 23min, for

which a scatterplot is shown in Fig. 9d. There is signifi-

cant spread between the variables, which can be partly

explained by the intrinsic uncertainties in along-track

properties. However, for the strongest updrafts, ice

particles at the cloud top are on average 4mm smaller

than for the weakest updrafts. The weak anticorrelation

between wmax and Reff,ice is physically plausible and

could result because ice particles may form later and

have less time to grow in stronger updrafts. This is again

in line with Rosenfeld et al. (2008b), who showed

smaller ice crystals can serve as indicator for the severity

of convective storms.

As a third cross-correlation example, Figs. 9e and 9f

present the connection between satellite-based glaciation

measures and the subsequent precipitation intensity. As a

glaciation indicator, the r3:9 rate at trel 5210min was

selected, which is the time when the stronger-growing

storms show a maximum in the r3:9 rate (see Fig. 7a).

ReflectivityZmax has been evaluated for different relative

times trel .210min. The cross correlation decreases

throughout the growth phase and becomes significant

around the time of maturation. Hence, storms that pos-

sess larger glaciation rates also produce higher peak

precipitation intensities at the beginning of the mature

phase. Please note that the discussed relationship

FIG. 8. (top) Schematic view on stages in the convective growth phase. Typical values of

cloud-top ascent and anvil expansion velocities are indicated. (bottom) Combination of the

case-to-case median of cloud phase rate (green) and r3:9 rate (red) as glaciation rate indicators,

CTC rate (blue), Zmax rate (brown), and equivalent radar cell radius rate (black) as cloud

growth and precipitation intensity change indicators, respectively. For ease of visualization, all

satellite-based rates have been shown as negative values.An estimate of the confidence interval

of the median calculated from the interquartile range divided by the square root of the number

of the individually involved cases is shown by semitransparent shaded intervals. The time of the

maximum/minimum is marked by a thick vertical line with the respective color.
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FIG. 9. (left) Cross correlation between two variables: the first one selected at fixed relative time and the second

one sequentially evaluated at different times trel. CTC rate at trel 5 0 combined with (a) anvil edge velocity ur and

(c) Reff,ice; (e) the r3:9 rate selected at trel 5210 min together with Zmax as function of time. Two measures of linear

correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient with circles and solid line, and Spearman rank correlation coefficient

with squares and dashed line) are plotted. The semitransparent gray-shaded intervals give the minimum–maximum

range in correlation coefficient obtained by successive permutation of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of each

variable. Open symbols are plotted for correlations with maximum p values less than 0.01 indicating 1% signifi-

cance. (right) Scatterplot of (b) maximum CTC rate vs ur at trel 5 8 min, (d) maximum CTC rate vs Reff,ice at

trel 5 23 min, and (f) r3:9 rate at trel 5210 min vs Zmax at trel 5 36 min. CTC rates are converted to velocity units

(asw) using a constant temperature lapse rate of 7.6 K km21. Error bars indicate variable interquartile range. Thick

gray lines indicate the sequential median of data pair in 20th percentile intervals of the abscissa variable.
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involves a lead time of 46min. However, further research

is needed to fully evaluate the skill of the r3:9 rate for

nowcasting of precipitation intensity.

We conclude the section with a discussion of in-

terrelationships between storm properties at the beginning

of themature phase.A sketch is shown in Fig. 10, wherewe

have analyzed the instantaneous cross correlations be-

tween combinations of satellite-based and radar-derived

storm characteristics. Each arrow in Fig. 10 represents a

scatterplot evaluated at a certain time, which is indicated

above the arrow. At this time, the highest statistical sig-

nificance is found for the observed cross correlation be-

tween two connected variables. The thickness of the arrow

and the number below the arrow indicate themagnitude of

this cross correlation.EitherD55dBZ orZmax is chosen as the

measure of precipitation intensity. These two radar-derived

variables are closely connected and attain cross-correlation

values typically greater than 0.9 throughout the beginning

mature phase (not shown). For higher precipitation in-

tensities, we find on average smaller ice crystals and colder

convective core temperatures at the cloud top. Further-

more, anvil shields become larger and show higher ex-

pansion rates for storms with heavier precipitation.

5. Conclusions

We have investigated the growth phase of developing

convective storms and their transition to maturity. The

study is based on a synergistic combination of cloud-top

signatures from geostationary satellite and precipitation

intensity estimates from a ground-based radar network.

The major goals of the study are 1) to show the satellite-

derived characteristics of growing cloud tops and illu-

minate interrelationships between cloud depth, growth,

and glaciation properties depending on the stage within

the growth phase, 2) to investigate the timing of the

onset and subsequent change to moderate and heavy

intensity of the radar-derived precipitation with respect

to satellite-based growth and glaciation processes, and

3) to show and discuss implications for satellite-based

nowcasting of convective initiation (CI), when a gener-

alization seems to be reasonable.

For the characterization of convective development

from satellite, we have used solar reflectances, infrared

BTs, and cloud products from the SEVIRI instrument

on board the geostationary Meteosat satellites. Dy-

namical growth properties have been studied based on

cloud-top cooling (CTC) rates and anvil expansion

speeds. Cloud-top glaciation has been estimated based

on several multispectral measures: cloud phase fraction,

solar reflectances at 1.6 and 3.9mm, and a combination

of brightness temperatures at 8.7, 10.8, and 12mm. A

gridded composite of radar reflectivities has been ob-

tained from surface precipitation scans of the German

radar network.

One major advantage of the two observational systems

for the characterization of convective growth is their high

scan frequency of 5min, which allows us to calculate

Lagrangian changes of cloud and precipitation properties

at high temporal resolution. More than 100 satellite-based

convective storm tracks have been determined and ana-

lyzed for the years 2012–14 and the region of central Eu-

rope. For most of the investigated cases, we find that the

CTC rate shows a pronounced maximum during the

growth phase. The time of the maximum CTC has been

utilized to synchronize the satellite-derived and radar-

based storm properties. The main findings of the analysis

of these properties are summarized as follows:

(i) The satellite-derived growth duration, determined

by the half-maximum width of the CTC rate, lasts

around half an hour, at least for the spatial resolu-

tion of Meteosat SEVIRI. A good correlation

between CTC and anvil edge velocity exists, sug-

gesting that a synergistic use of the satellite-based

growth properties might be beneficial for nowcast-

ing applications.

(ii) Anvil properties, computed from connected areas

of 10.8-mm brightness temperatures less than

240K, deviate significantly from properties ex-

pected for constant vertical mass flux. Ignoring

FIG. 10. Sketch of connections between convective cloud and

precipitation characteristics within the mature phase. Solid lines

mark simultaneous cross correlations between storm properties

at fixed relative times, which are indicated above the lines. The

linear correlation value is given below the connection lines.

Similar to Fig. 9, only the time and the corresponding correlation

at minimum p value is indicated. Note however, that the cross-

correlation values can have a broad time range in which signifi-

cant values are obtained.
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anvil thinning by particle sublimation, we infer that

the in-cloud mass flux is highly nonstationary and

seems to increase by a factor of 1.5 on average

within 45min after the maximum in CTC, which is

likely caused by an increase of the updraft core size.

(iii) Satellite-based glaciation rate estimates reach a

maximum 15min prior to the maximum in CTC,

indicating that release of latent heat of freezing

prior to the maximum is important to invigorate

convective updrafts.

(iv) We find a weak connection betweenmaximumCTC

magnitude during the growth phase and ice-particle

size in the mature phase. Slightly smaller particles

are retrieved for larger cloud-top ascent velocities.

We interpret this as an observable indication that ice

particles may form later and may have less time to

grow in stronger convective updrafts.

(v) Furthermore, higher maximum precipitation in-

tensities and larger precipitation cores are found

for mature convective clouds with higher cloud

tops, larger anvil sizes and expansion rates, and

smaller ice crystals in the cloud-top region.

(vi) By investigating the onset of precipitation in re-

lation to CTC signatures, we find that the proba-

bility is large that significant precipitation already

exists at an early stage of satellite-derived convec-

tive growth. Satellite-based techniques for early CI

detection therefore have to target the early updraft

intensification period 30min prior to the maximum

in CTC. Moreover, information from solar chan-

nels should be used whenever possible to obtain an

increased accuracy for inferring cloud-top glacia-

tion from satellite observations.

Our study has aimed at identifying common features

in the convective growth, without taking into account

the impact of the environment on convective strength

and organization.We expect, however, that some part of

the uncertainty in our inferred relationships can be re-

duced by meaningful inclusion of environmental prop-

erties like convective instability, moisture supply, and

flow characteristics, which is planned for future analyses.

Moreover, we hope to attribute modifications of con-

vective growth and glaciation processes to changes in

aerosol load, a challenge to clarify a potentially impor-

tant anthropogenic influence on convection and climate

(Rosenfeld et al. 2008a). We further aim to incorporate

observations from lightning networks in future research

to increase our understanding of the relationships be-

tween multispectral cloud-top signatures from satellite

and the accompanying hazards of thunderstorms.

We also like to stress that a further quantification and

validation of Meteosat-based CI capabilities for the

central European domain is needed. Concerning oper-

ational nowcasting in general, we see our study as a

guide onwhich future conceptual models of the life cycle

of convection can be built that combine temporal

changes in satellite- and radar-based proxies of con-

vective activity. Challenges for the application in oper-

ational environments are related to the quality of the

automated detection of convective clouds, the tracking

methods, and the discrimination of strong convective

growth and other measures of storm severity from sig-

natures that might arise from algorithm artifacts. How-

ever, not all these important issues have been treated in

our current study and are left for future efforts.
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APPENDIX A

Details on Tracking Methodology

a. Construction of satellite-based tracks and
along-track properties

The satellite-based tracks are constructed in two

steps. In the first step, automatic detection and tracking

of convective anvils is performed. For detection, the

observed T10:8 field has been masked with a threshold

value of 230K for each satellite image during the

summer half-years of 2012–14. The resulting two-

dimensional binary masks are segmented into cell ob-

jects using a 4-connectivity clustering algorithm. For each

cell object, the cell area and the equivalent diameter is

calculated, the latter representing the diameter of a hy-

pothetical equal-area circle. Cells with an equivalent di-

ameter between 20 and 30km are selected for anvil

tracking. Following Senf et al. (2015), this size range cor-

responds to growing convective cells in the continued

growth period after the time ofmaximumCTC and before

the time of maturation. Thereafter, the masking and seg-

mentation of the T10:8 field is repeated with a threshold

value of 240K, which corresponds to the value taken

for the manual determination of anvil characteristics in
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Senf et al. (2015). Tracking based on cell overlap is per-

formed using the connectivity of two consecutive binary

masks along the temporal dimension in forward and

backward directions. Because of the high temporal reso-

lution of 5min, no nowcasting step is needed to improve

the overlap of considered cells.

In a second step, the automatically obtained tracks

have been randomly shuffled. Thereafter, we started to

sequentially extend the tracks manually into the early

stages of the convective growth phase, with emphasis on

spatial coherence in the T10:8 and—if available—also in

the HRV fields. Extrapolation of the tracks backward

into the very early stage of cumulus development is very

challenging for an automated algorithm, which is the

reason why we chose the same manual strategy for

backward tracking as in our earlier study (Senf et al.

2015).After the number of tracks reached around 150, we

stopped this time-consumingmanual work as the number

of cases was determined to be sufficient to obtain robust

results. Please note that complicated splits or merges of

convective cells were avoided in the manual analysis.

For calculation of along-track properties and rates,

small cutouts (typically 51 3 51 pixels) of satellite data

and products are first obtained centered on the track

positions and stacked in time. Second, masking of the 3D

data cube with the cloud mask and type conditions as

described in section 2, as well as solar illumination con-

ditions for solar channels and cloud microphysical and

optical properties, is applied. All the following analysis

steps exclude invalid pixels from the calculations. In a

third step, themasked data are smoothedwith aGaussian

kernel of two pixels, one pixel, and 5-min width in the

respective space and time dimensions. The filtering was

chosen to enhance our ability to extract convective

growth properties on temporal scales of 10min or larger.

We are aware that current studies show the improved

capabilities of so-called superrapid scans with update

cycles between 1 and 2.5min to characterize the rapid

parts of cumulus development (Mecikalski et al. 2016).

For derivation of along-track properties and to obtain

quantitative estimates of uncertainty, we apply the

method developed in Senf et al. (2015). We assume that

the actual cell track can be misplaced by one pixel be-

cause of ambiguities in subsequent images and subpixel

shifts. A 33 3 core region centered around the track

location is selected from the masked and filtered satel-

lite data stack. Thereafter, a random-track set is gener-

ated by randomly choosing new track positions out of

the respective 33 3 region. The bootstrapping pro-

cedure is repeated 100 times. The median and

interquartile range is calculated from the random-track

set of each time step. In addition, we derive temporal

rates from the random-track set using 5-min centered

differences. Please note that the calculated time rates

have been rescaled by a factor of 3 to allow for easy

comparison with existing literature, which usually pres-

ents rates in units per 15min.

For the object-based anvil properties, smoothing of

the time series with a Gaussian kernel of width 15min is

applied. This is especially important to reduce noise in

the outward-pointing anvil edge velocity. For an un-

certainty estimate, a running average is applied to the

time series, and a running standard deviation with the

same kernel width is computed.

b. Derivation of radar-based objects

First, the tracks have been parallax corrected using

the NWCSAF cloud-top-height product and standard

routines. Next, along-track Z cutouts centered around

the parallax-corrected track (121 3 121 grid boxes) are

gathered and stacked in time and eventually masked

with a threshold of 35 dBZ. Because of different spatial

resolutions of satellite and radar data, as well as in-

creasing apparent shifts due to cloud growth effects, it

was found necessary to realign the radar data. We

therefore successively performed image registration

techniques that use maximum correlation to correct for

apparent spatial shifts in the masked radar data. The

realigned and masked radar data are smoothed in time,

and precipitation clusters are determined by a combi-

nation of automatic clustering and manual selection

described in the following.

In a first step, a 3D connectivity cluster algorithm was

applied to the smoothed and realigned radar data. The

cluster algorithm is built on a binary mask using a

threshold of 35 dBZ. The cluster center position that was

closest to the parallax-corrected satellite-based track

and with meaningful temporal length was chosen as first

guess of the 3D radar-based precipitation cluster. In a

second step, a manual correction was performed to

ensure a high quality of the precipitation cell dataset.

We developed an interactive application in which radar

fields and marked cell objects are visualized and high-

lighted simultaneously at different time instances. By

hand, a human expert added missing or removed

wrongly assigned parts of the radar fields.

APPENDIX B

Relationship between Updraft Strength and Anvil
Expansion

A large body of literature exists showing the utility of

the normalized anvil expansion rate A21DtA for now-

casting severe storms, where A denotes the anvil area
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and Dt denotes the Lagrangian time change. To name a

few studies, Adler and Fenn (1979a) found in an early

study that high normalized anvil expansion rates to-

gether with very cold minimumBTs are indicative of the

severity of convective storms. Machado et al. (1998) and

Machado and Laurent (2004) investigated the relation-

ship between the initial normalized areal time rate of

expansion and the total lifetimes of tropical convective

systems. The authors showed that the area expansion is

also a good indicator of convective activity, and that its

initial value serves as a good predictor of the life time of

convective systems. It has been further discussed that

A21DtA is closely related to the local divergence of

horizontal flow =h � u, if changes in the anvil micro-

physical and hence radiative properties are negligible. It

should be noted, however, that if A is not a small but

rather a large area, the normalized expansion rates

A21DtA give instead the area-average horizontal di-

vergence, that is, h=h � uiA. This property, however,

shows an intrinsic decrease proportional to A21 for sit-

uations with constant mass flux as a response as will be

shown in the following.

To recapitulate the essential connection between up-

draft strength and anvil speed, we consider the mass

conservation in anelastic approximation (Vallis 2006)

r21›
r
(rru

r
)1 ›

z
(rw)5 0, (B1)

where we selected cylindrical coordinates. Moreover,

we applied radial averaging to the velocities, which does

not constrain the considerations to purely cylindrical

clouds but still requires that the term ‘‘outward’’ is

meaningfully defined with respect to the considered

cloud frame. The terms r and z denote the radial and

vertical coordinates, and ›r and ›z are the corresponding

partial derivatives; r is a typical reference or environ-

mental air density, ur is the average outward-pointing

radial velocity, andw is the average vertical velocity.We

now consider a hypothetical cylinder that is centered on

the updraft maximum at r5 0 and with mass flux rw. We

assume a cylinder of width rc with its bottom level zb at

the height of maximum updraft and its top level zt at

zero vertical velocity. Then integration over the volume

of the cylinder gives

r
c

ðzt
zb

dz ru
c
5

ðrc
0

dr rr
b
w

b
, (B2)

where uc 5 uc(t, z) is the outward-pointing velocity

evaluated at cylinder edge rc, and wb 5wb(t, r) is the

vertical velocity at the cylinder bottom level. Entrain-

ment of environmental air is an important limiting factor

for convective growth (see, e.g., Houze 2014). However,

if we ignore inward transport of environmental air for

simplicity, the last equation just states that the area-

averaged in-cloud mass flux must be compensated by an

outward anvil expansion. We further assume that the

updraft area Aw is comparably small to the cylinder-top

area Ac. As a result, the layer-averaged outward-

directed horizontal mass flux obeys

hru
c
i
h
5

A
w

2pr
c
h
hrw

b
i
Aw

. (B3)

In the last expression, the vertical depth of the anvil h is

introduced, whichmight be significantly smaller than the

cylinder height zt 2 zb. Additionally, horizontal aver-

aging over the areaAw at zb as well as vertical averaging

over depth h at rc is denoted by brackets with corre-

sponding subscripts. Thus, the conversion factor be-

tween horizontal and vertical mass flux is given by the

ratio of the updraft area Aw to the part of the cylinder

area 2prch through which the anvil flows.

If we finally allow the hypothetical cylinder to change

in time and attach it to the outward-directed flow, that is,

assumingDtrc 5uc, whereDt gives the Lagrangian time

change following the air trajectory, we obtain

2pr
c

A
w

hrD
t
r
c
i
h
5

1

A
w

hrD
t
A

c
i
h
5

1

h
hrw

b
i
Aw

. (B4)

Equation (B4) is quite general and also holds for non-

stationary condition with average mass flux hrwbiAw

changing in time. It could be even further generalized to

capture multiple updraft cores and downdraft areas by

translating AwhrwbiAw
to Aw,ihrwbiAw,i

and applying

summation over all different and disjoint areas Aw,i. We

like to emphasize that the major limitation of Eq. (B4) is

the neglect of lateral entrainment. Equation (B4) rather

involves the ratio DtAc/Aw and not DtAc/Ac with the

consequence of two interesting limits: The temporal

change of the material area Ac is constant if, first, the

average upward-directed mass flux is constant and,

second, the area Aw occupied by the updraft remains

constant. The satellite-derived anvil area A might be

related to the material area Ac if sublimation of ice and

also other processes that lead to changes in the anvil

radiative properties can be neglected, which can be a

severe simplification of real anvil behavior.

APPENDIX C

Anvil Expansion for Constant Vertical Mass Flux

For the reader’s convenience, we give analytic solu-

tions of the mass conservation Eq. (B4) in the case of a
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temporally constant vertical mass flux. If we assume that

the outflow air density is approximated by rh and that the

anvil area is attached to the flow, that is, hrAcih5 rhA,

then Eq. (B4) is rearranged to

D
t
A5

A
w

h

r
b

r
h

hw
b
i
Aw

[a
0
, (C1)

where rb and wb are evaluated at level zb. If now the

term on the right-hand side is constant, the anvil area

obeys

A5a
0
(t

rel
2 t

0
) , (C2)

where t0 marks the relative time when the anvil area

vanishes. The anvil diameter

D5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4

p
a
0
(t
rel
2 t

0
)

r
(C3)

increases by the square root of relative time, whereas the

anvil edge velocity is supposed to decrease with the in-

verse square root of time, that is,

u
r
5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

4p

a
0

t
rel

2 t
0

s
. (C4)

Now, choosing the values that attach the theoretical

curve to the median observation of Fig. 5a at trel 5 5min,

we obtain a0 5 3003 103 m2 s21 and t0 525min. As-

suming that the density in the vertical flow maximum rb
is twice as large as the air density at anvil altitudes rh,

and setting the ratio between updraft area Aw and anvil

outflow thickness h to 5km, the average updraft speed is

hwbiAw
5 25m s21, which is a plausible value (Lang and

Rutledge 2002). This taken Aw/h ratio would, for in-

stance, correspond to an anvil outflow thickness of 1 km

and a core updraft radius of 700m. This also makes clear

that a temporal change in the anvil area rate by a factor

of 2 or 3 is more likely caused by an increase of the

updraft core size than an increase in vertical flow speed,

which approaches certain limits governed by con-

vectively available energy, entrainment, and mixing

processes (Houze 2014).
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